Ion pairs involved in maintaining a thermostable structure of glutamate dehydrogenase from a hyperthermophilic archaeon.
Intersubunit ion pairs are considered to be involved for maintaining a stable structure of the glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) from hyperthermophiles. In order to demonstrate an effect of intersubunit ion pairs on the structural stability, two kinds of mutation (T138E, Thr at position 138 was replaced by Glu; E158Q, Glu at position 158 was replaced by Gln) which add and remove ion pairs, respectively, were introduced into Pk-gdhA gene encoding GDH from Pyrococcus kodakaraensis KOD1. Addition of one ion pair (Pk-GDHA-T138E) increased the optimum temperature and thermostability. In contrast, Pk-GDH-E158Q showed lower optimum temperature and less thermostability than wild type GDH. Structure analysis of GDHs was performed by circular dichroism (CD) and indicated that all recombinant enzymes (Pk-GDH, Pk-GDH-T138E, Pk-GDH-E158Q) possess different structures from that of natural GDH. Upon heat treatment (60 degrees C, 2 h), the structures of Pk-GDH and Pk-GDH-T138E were converted to another form close to the natural structure. However, no structural conversion by heat treatment was observed in Pk-GDH-E158Q. These results indicate that intersubunit ion pairs play an important role in forming thermostable structure of Pk-GDH.